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AUTOSAT 2S



Time has proven us right. Even
the first AutoSat systems are
working reliably today. The
ultra heavy duty gear box
guarantees reliability as well 
as excellent wind stability. The
specially designed strengthening 
elements achieve light weight with 
high frame stability. Only non corrosive
materials are used to maximise durability.

system is designed and manufactured in

There are no electronic components used in 
the outside unit of the system. The complete
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22 cm

AutoSat 2S Twin LNB Height 22 cm

The AutoSat 2S         weighs approx.15 Kg.

The height is approx.         when parked.

AUTOSAT digital

Autosat 2S Control

The system offers the user full flexibility
when choosing a satellite receiver box.
The control unit is totally independent
from the receiver box when searching
for the desired satellite. 
Another great feature is the very low 

of the system
The control box powers off after the
satellite has been found.
There is no power consumed by the
AutoSat during reception.

Automatic Skew Motion - Twin LNB

The angle of the Satellite signal varies 
depending on your geographical position, 
therefore the LNB needs to be aligned to 
maximum signal. The motorised Automatic 
Skew of the AutoSat 2S  will take care of 
the adjustment. The skew angle of the LNB 
will be aligned automatically every time a 
Satellite has been found.
The  Australian 10.7 TWIN - LNB allows 
multiple  receivers to be connected 
simultaneously to the AutoSat 2S. This 
will enable to watch or record different 
channels at the same time.

Any Satellite Receiver Box can be used with
the AutoSat 2S Control Satellite System.

Operating
easy. Just press the on button and 
the AutoSat 2S will automatically 
search for the last found satellite. 
The LCD display will inform you about

the AutoSat is incredibly 

the status of the search process and
the signal strength after the Satellite 
has been found.

Power consumption 

85cm

22cm

warranty is another sign that the AutoSat 2S
is a high quality product.

PVR ready

VAST 12V Satellite Receiver

Foxtel & Vast Compatible

New diagnostic LED

GPS option available
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